Insight into the design and fabrication of a leaf mimicking micropump
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A micropump is the heart of any microfluidic device that finds applications in several lab-on-chip devices. Passive micropumps are highly desirable for this purpose due to their ease of integration, low energy requirements and simplistic design and operation. The design of a plant leaf serves as a natural inspiration for developing an evaporation assisted passive micropump. The presence of branching channel like venation pattern ensures water distribution to the spongy mesophyll cells increasing the surface area for evaporation. However, due to its multiscale design and complexity of the venation pattern, emulating a leaf’s design is challenging. Apart from the lack of understanding of design parameters that affect fluid flow, manufacturing limitations impede the development of such bio-inspired micropumps. Inspired by the multi-scale design of the leaf, in this work we propose a passive micropump mimicking the structure of a leaf. Employing evaporation and capillary pressure as the pumping mechanism, our leaf mimicking micropump consists of a microporous membrane integrated with a branched, fractal channel network resembling a leaf’s venation pattern. Our proposed fabrication methodology is simple, scalable, inexpensive and uses readily available materials. We demonstrate a significant increase in the fluid flow rate due to the addition of this branched channel network. We support our experimental observations using an analytical model, wherein we discuss the design parameters that affect the pumping rate. Correspondingly, the performance of these micropumps can be optimized based on intrinsic and extrinsic factors as per the desired applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Micropumps form an integral part of many microfluidic systems where precise control over fluid delivery is required. Such controlled delivery is desirable in applications like advanced drug delivery systems, lab-on-chip devices and microelectronic cooling systems[1–3]. Passive micropumps offer promising solutions as they can circumvent problems posed by active micropumps[4–6] such as energy consumption, actuation mechanism integration and oscillating/pulsating flows. Towards the development of such passive micropumps, tree leaves in nature have served as an inspiration for evaporation assisted passive micropumping for microfluidic applications[7].

Several studies have looked at developing artificial leaf systems focusing either on the use of novel materials[8–10] or device design to increase the surface area of evaporation[11–13]. Hydrogels have been recently proposed as a material for water storage and imbibition applications[14]. A low chemical potential of water in hydrogels imparts high mobility to water molecules, which allows for large pressure heads for wicking water[15]. Such hydrogels can be used to simultaneously function as a tree trunk (for water transportation) and as a leaf (for evaporation)[14]. Hydrogels can also be combined with microporous membranes to help control the evaporative flux based on the pore size[13]. Additional designs include mimicking the functional and structural form of leaves with slit-like micropores acting like a leaf’s stomata[16]. Using thermo-responsive polymers, these slit-like pores can be actuated to emulate the closure of a leaf’s stomata with variation in temperature, thereby controlling the pumping rate[17].

Although hydrogels provide high pressure heads, they are structurally weak materials, and are less suitable in applications demanding structural support and relatively large flow rates[18]. As an alternative, microporous substrates have been used to provide structural stability with a relative fabrication ease. In these substrates the capillary pressure in the pores of the substrate provides the necessary pressure head for pumping. Therefore, the flow rate primarily depends on the material and size of the pores, which also dictates the available evaporative surface area[19]. Here, the length and diameter of the channel irrigating the substrate (analogous to a tree trunk) does not alter the pressure head or pumping rate significantly[19]. However, by incorporating a multi-channel pattern that irrigates the substrate, the net evaporative flux can be significantly enhanced[20]. Here the density and shape of the pattern is crucial in lowering the flow resistance and increasing the surface area of evaporation. Previous studies have primarily used parallel arrays of rectangular channels to mimic this venation pattern as fabricating a 3D multi-scale branching channel is complex and relies on expensive lithographic processes[21]. Further, the parallel channel designs are not necessarily optimized for lowering the fluid flow resistance.

Therefore, in the present work, we propose a novel design of a passive micropump that mimics the venation pattern of a leaf using a simple, inexpensive and scalable fabrication method (depicted in Figure 1). The leaf-mimicking micropump (LMM) comprises of radially arranged, 3D, branch shaped, multi-scale microchannels (representing leaf
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veins) integrated into a microporous substrate (resembling stomata and spongy mesophyll cells). We compare the evaporative flow rate obtained in the LMM with a control substrate devoid of the venation pattern. The LMM demonstrated enhanced flow rates compared to similar microporous membrane based passive micropumps. Further, we use an analytical model to validate and explain the performance of the micropumps. The model used here agrees with experiments and can serve as a guide for the design and fabrication of such bio-inspired micropumps for specific applications.

FIG. 1: Concept of a Leaf Mimicking Micropump (LMM): (a) The macro and microstructure of the leaf, (b) The analogous structure of the LMM

II. METHODS

A. Device fabrication

The fabrication process of the LMM is shown in Figure 2(a). The fractal microchannel network was obtained using a bespoke Hele-Shaw apparatus based on Saffman-Taylor instabilities\[22\]. A thoroughly mixed ceramic suspension was used to create the mold for the fractal channel network\[23\]. The channel network obtained from the Hele-Shaw apparatus was heated over a hot plate at 120 °C for a period of 24 hours to cure and form a stable mold ready for casting. After curing PDMS (Sylgard; elastomer:curing agent weight ratio=10:1) was poured over the mold and allowed to cure over a hot plate. The cured PDMS (thickness ≈ 2 mm) was then peeled off to form the open fractal microchannel network (structural characterization details are provided in supplementary information). To integrate the channel network with a microporous substrate, PDMS was spin coated at 800 rpm for 2-3 minutes on a paraffin wax paper, and left at room temperature for 24 hours to cure it partially. This partially cured PDMS film is then placed on a microporous filter paper (Whatman, 90 mm diameter) which are bonded together by heating at 100 °C for 15 seconds. Thereafter, the paraffin wax paper was carefully removed and the cured fractal channel network substrate was pressed on the exposed side of the PDMS film, which is adhered to the microporous substrate on the other side. The entire device was then heated at 60 °C for about 1.5 hours to cure the PDMS film and hence, strengthen the bonding between the fractal channel substrate and the microporous filter paper. The diameter of the bonding PDMS film is such that the terminal ends of the fractal channel are in direct contact with the microporous substrate.

B. Experimental setup

The fabricated LMM was placed on a stage (as depicted in Figure 2) such that the outer part of the substrate was exposed for evaporation. The LMM was connected to one end of a PTFE tube (length 790 mm and internal diameter 2 mm) while the other end of the tube was placed in a reservoir as depicted in Figure 2 (b). Initially, the reservoir and LMM were placed at the same level from the ground. The reservoir was then slowly raised above the LMM by 2 mm to enable water to flow through the tube to the microporous substrate. The flow of water from the reservoir was continued till the entire microporous substrate was saturated. This preconditioning is necessary to avoid the effect of water absorption by the dry substrate on the measured flow rates. Next, the reservoir was lowered till the level of the LMM and left for 15 minutes to reach a steady state. In this steady state condition, the volumetric flow through the microporous substrate is equal to the evaporative flux of water from the exposed surface of the substrate. Next, an air bubble was introduced in the tube from the end placed in the reservoir. The LMM was left in an open air in clean room environment at 25°C and relative humidity of 50%. The fluid pumping velocity was measured by tracking the movement of the air bubble in the tube. To assess the pressure head generated by the LMM, the platform on which the LMM was placed was raised in steps and allowed to stabilize for 15 minutes at each step before tracking the air bubble movement. The process of raising the LMM was ceased when there was no appreciable change in the position of the air bubble. Control experiments were carried out with a device, wherein, a PTFE tube (of the same length) was connected directly to the microporous substrate without any intermediate microchannel network.

FIG. 2: (a) Fabrication procedure for the LMM, (b) Experimental setup for measuring the flow rate from the LMM at different pressure heads
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. LMM flow characterization

The flow rates obtained from the LMM and the control device are shown in Figure 3. At zero pressure head ($h = 0$ mm), the average liquid pumping rate ($M_0$) of the LMM is about 0.108 mg s$^{-1}$, which is approximately 10 times higher than that of the control device ($M_c \approx 0.018$ mg s$^{-1}$). In this LMM design, the increased evaporative pumping rate is obtained by enhancing the surface area available for evaporation. The presence of the fractal channel network eases the delivery of the liquid to multiple radially distributed locations on the substrate from the liquid source (PTFE tube). These multiple irrigation points increase the net radial spread of the liquid as it imbibes into the microporous substrate. In the absence of this fractal channel network, as in the control device, the pores of the microporous substrate offer a relatively higher resistance to liquid flow for the same spreading area as in the LMM. This higher flow resistance results in a smaller radial spread of the liquid and, hence, reduced evaporative pumping rates. Therefore, the integration of the fractal channel network effectively reduces the net resistance to the liquid flow leading to a larger surface area available for evaporation.

![FIG. 3: Experimental results for mass flow rate against height of the LMM. The dashed line represents the trend for the LMM setup from equation 3 and the dotted line represents the trend for the control setup from equation 4.](image)

Next, by changing the height of the LMM with respect to the reservoir, we look at the variation of the mass flow rate with pressure head. We observe that the liquid pumping rates of the LMM decline approximately 10 times faster than that in the control microporous substrate (Figure 3). As the height is increased, bubbles are observed around the terminal ends of the channel network at around 40 mm. This bubble entrainment is a limitation of the fabrication process which can be overcome by improving the contact between the terminal ends of the channel with the microporous substrate. With further increase in height these bubbles nucleate and migrate towards the tube connecting the reservoir to the LMM device. Above a height of approximately 85 mm, the capillary pressure in the substrate is unable to sustain the flow, wherein, air bubbles completely block the flow terminal ends of the channel network and prevent liquid flow.

B. Analytical model

To investigate the difference in the behavior of the LMM with the control substrate, we analytically model the evaporation rate as a function of the LMM height. At steady state, the continuous pumping is driven by evaporation from the exposed area of the microporous substrate. This flow is resisted by the gravitational pressure head introduced by raising the LMM and the viscous friction arising from the flow in the porous substrate, the fractal channel network and the tubing connecting the LMM to the liquid source. We assume that the terminal ends of the fractal channel form a continuous ring-like liquid source and adopt the model developed by Liu et al.[24]. At steady state the flow in the porous substrate is described by:

$$P_c = \frac{\mu \dot{m}_c R_0^2}{4K_\rho H} (1 - x + x\log x). \quad (1)$$

Here, $\dot{m}_c$ is the rate of evaporation per unit area from the surface (assumed to be constant under the same atmospheric conditions and substrate type), $K$ is the permeability of the porous substrate, $H$ is the thickness of the porous substrate, $\rho$ and $\mu$ are the density and the viscosity of the liquid, $R_0$ is the radius of the liquid source and $x = R^2/R_0^2$, where $R$ is the radius of the wetted region. Due to the ring-like configuration of the liquid source, there will be two solutions to $x$ corresponding to $R_{max} \subseteq R > R_0$ and $R_{min} \subseteq R < R_0$. However, considering the orientation of the substrate in the experiments (Figure 2 (b)), we consider only one solution of $x$ for comparison with experiments: $x = R_{max}/R_0$. $P'_c$ is the modified capillary pressure driving the imbibition, accounting for the gravitational pressure head ($P_g$), the viscous pressure losses in the fractal channel ($P_{vf}$) and the viscous pressure losses in the tube from reservoir to the leaf ($P_{vt}$): $P'_c = P_c - P_{vf} - P_{vt} - P_g$, where, $P_c$ is the capillary pressure in the microporous substrate. Considering the orientation of the substrate in the experiments, the total evaporative mass flux ($M_e$) can be written as $M_e = \dot{m}_e \pi (R_{max}^2 - R_0^2)$. Therefore, equation 1 can be re-written as:

$$\frac{P_c - \rho gh}{c_e \dot{m}_c R_0^2} = x\log x + \left(\frac{c_v}{c_e} - 1\right)(x - 1), \quad (2)$$

where, $h$ is the height of the micropump above the reservoir and $c_v = c_{vt} + c_{vf}$. Here, $c_{vt}$ and $c_{vf}$ represent the coefficient of fluid flow resistance due to viscous friction in the tube and the fractal channel, respectively. Thus $c_v$ represents the coefficient of fluid flow resistance due to viscous friction in the macro channels, while $c_e$ represents the resistance to flow provided by the microporous substrate. Obtaining accurate values of the flow properties of the microporous substrate is challenging as the permeability estimation is highly dependent on the environmental and setup configurations[25]. Nevertheless, we use approximate analytical values (details in supplementary information) to estimate the relative magnitude
of the coefficients. For the current LMM design we obtain \( c_v/c_e \approx 1 \) for the LMM and \( c_v/c_e << 1 \) for the control sample. Therefore, for the LMM, equation 2 can be written as:

\[
\frac{P_e - \rho gh}{c_e m_e R_0^2} = x \log x, \tag{3}
\]

while for the control sample \( (c_v/c_e << 1) \) equation 2 can be written as

\[
\frac{P_e - \rho gh}{c_e m_e R_0^2} = x \log x - (x-1). \tag{4}
\]

The above equations are solved for \( x \), to obtain the spreading area and therefore the evaporation rate \( (M_e = m_e \pi R_0^2 (x-1)) \) against the pressure head; assuming \( P_e \) corresponds to the pressure at \( h_{max} = 85 \text{ mm} \). As the values used in the analytical model are estimates, we compare the evaporation rates with experiments by adding a scaling factor (approximately 0.03). This adjustment provides information about the variation of the mass flow rate with height, as opposed to exact numeric values. As a result, we see in Figure 3 that the trends for the LMM and the control sample agree with experimental observations, which affirms the validity of the modeling procedure.

The model can also be used to optimize the design of the LMM for different gravitational pressure heads. Considering evaporation from the entire surface of the LMM, Figure 4 shows the complete solution of equation 1, (for \( R_{max} \) and \( R_{min} \)) for different source radii \( (R_0) \); the source radius here is varied by changing the number of generations of the fractal channel network. A change in the pressure head alters both the outer and inner wetting radii of the substrate, which affect the wetted area and therefore, the flow rate. At small gravitational pressure heads, the inner surface of the LMM is completely wetted \( (R_{min} = 0) \). However, at higher gravitational heads, the suction pressure is insufficient to wet the inner area of the substrate completely \( (0 < R_{min} < R_0) \), where \( R_{min} \) depends on \( R_0 \) as seen in Figure 4. The inset shows a maximum evaporative area \( (A_f) \) for all pressure heads, which is at around 3-5 generations of the fractal channel network. The model thus informs device design, where, \( R_{max} \) provides the maximum device size, while \( R_{min} \) can be reduced to optimize the wetted area.

C. Comparison with previous research

The evaporative capacity of any device can be broadly characterized based on two factors: material properties and device design. Using the analogy of hydraulic circuits, the volume flow rate can be written as \( \dot{Q} = \Delta P/R_0 \), where \( \Delta P \) is the pressure gradient (suction pressure) and \( R_0 \) is the hydraulic resistance. This expression allows us to compare the performance of the LMM with previously reported passive micropumps in Figure 5. Here \( \Delta P \) represents the material properties (pore size, water potential), while \( \dot{Q} \) incorporates information about substrate texture and evaporative area (assuming similar environment conditions).

The flow rate obtained from the LMM is comparatively similar to that observed in some other reported passive devices, despite a relatively low suction pressure. However, Figure 5 does not present a complete and fair comparison as some of the examples use device sizes designed for specific applications and not necessarily for assessing the performance limit of their designs (apart from Crawford et al[19]). Although the inset in Figure 5 negates the influence of device size by plotting the flow rate per unit device area, the comparison does not differentiate between completely wetted and partially wetted substrates. Nevertheless, we can see that due to the addition of the venation pattern, the flow rate increases for the same suction pressure. A similar flow rate
IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have demonstrated the working of a leaf inspired passive micropump. The uniqueness of the pump lies in the branched channel network that irrigates the microporous substrate to increase the evaporative surface area, which significantly enhances the pumping rate. Our manufacturing process provides a simple, inexpensive and scalable method for fabricating the a multiscale branched channel network (like veins of a leaf), and its integration with any microporous membrane. Analytical modelling of the flow suggests an ideal branch venation pattern for different pressure heads that decreases the overall hydraulic resistance to flow and maximizes the utilization of the substrate surface area during evaporation process. Therefore, our model and fabrication process can be used as a design template for developing passive micropumps using different substrates (microporous membrane or gel based) for operation in different environmental conditions.
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